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Haan wheels today

more than 45 years ago Arie den Haan made his first steps as a wheel builder. Starting in a small 
garage behind his home. today Haan Wheels is based in a newly built modern 1500+ square meters 
building and many MXGP factory teams are trusting us for taking care of their wheels.



Haan wheels today

rockstar factory husqvarna 



choose hub  choose rims / excel or excel a601. 2.

Custom wheels
create your own unique wheels



 choose rims / excel or excel a60 Choose spoke & nipple colour3.

Black spokes                         silver spokes

haanwheels.com



hubs
 » Haan hubs are CNC machined from  

1 piece billet 6082 T6 alloy

 » Centertube and spacer are 
made of 7075 hard alloy

made in the netherlands



 » Hubs are delivered with all mounting hardware

 » Original brake disc and sprocket can be 
mounted on the hubs

 » Hubs are fitted with Koyo bearings, which 
are easily available (no special sizes)

 » rear hubs have 3 bearings* instead of 
2 as some original wheels  
(*except for some models)

 » 36 spokes for extra durability for all wheels 
except for 65/85 cC wheels which have 32 
spokes

 » cush drive haan hubs available for selected bike models.

haanwheels.com



rims
made in japan

 » EXCEL RIMS SETS the standard for the offroad and supermoto market.
 » used by almost all the top riders and factory teams all over the world.
 » made in Japan from 7000 series alloy. 
 » also available as replacement rims for other brand wheels and hubs (including original).
 » available to fit 65cc bikes up to the KTM 1290 Super Adventure.
 » EXCEL RIm Colour options are Black, Silver, Blue, Yellow and Gold. 
 » EXCEL A60 rims feature a v-curve and are structurally 15% stronger than excel taksago rims and comes in black.

excel a60

excel takasago



up to 30% stronger than oem spokes

 » made from a special stainless steel. 
 » Spokes are made to size in our factory so we can 

make every spoke kit for different brands and 
type’s including older bikes. 

 » up to 30% stronger than original spokes.
 » Spokekits are supplied with the matching nipples.
 » spokes come in black or stainless, Nipples are 

available in many different colour options.

spokes
excel a60
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motocross
custom haan + excel wheels

 » haan wheels makes motocross wheels for most popular bikes. the 
wheels are built using only the best components and assembled by 
hand and tested by our dedicated wheel builders.

 » 65/85 wheel sizes also available.

monster energy factory kawasaki



 » hub: Haan Wheels hub 
made in the netherlands  
of 6082 alloy

 »  rims: excel rims takasago /  
excel rims a60 - made in japan

 » spokes: made of high tension stainless steel 
30% stronger than original spokes

 » sprocket and brake disc bolts are included with haan wheel sets.
haanwheels.com



supermoto
haan + excel supermoto wheels

 » haan supermoto wheels are designed with a special spoke pattern for more 
stability. It also creates more space between spokes and your brake caliper.
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mini 65/85 
factory wheels for smaller bikes

 » available in wheels sizes : 
12”, 14”,  16”, 17” and 19”



enduro
haan + excel enduro wheels

 » haan enduro wheels come with a 18” rear 
wheel.

 » built to the same excellent standard as 
our motocross wheels.

haanwheels.com



adventure 
africa twin/bmw f800/ktm 950/990 

 » for your adventure bike haan hub and excel rims.
 » upgrade your oem wheels for ultimate reliabilty.
 » Honda africa twin wheelsets and hubs now available.
 » ktm 950/990, bmw f800GS, honda transalp.
 » replacement excel rims and ultra strong spoke sets in 

stock.
 » for more offroad ability we also have smaller wheels 

in sizes 21x1.85 front and 18x2.50 rear.

new!
honda africa twin



rally 
cush drive rally wheels

 » the haan rally rear wheels come with a cush hub for improved reliability.
 » the cush hub design offers less wear on the drive train and gear box.
 » extra thick spokes for the rear wheel for increased strength.
 » front wheels come in 21x1.60 or 21x1.85 for extra width to withstand the high 

punishment of long rides.
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sidecar 
all you need. 3 wheels.

 » haan wheels make sidecar wheels for all major sidecar 
companies, wsp racing, hocob vmc sidecars, mefo 
sidecars and wht sidecars.

 » wheels sizes available:  
          front:  21x1.85 / 20x1.85 
          rear:  18x2.50 / 19x2.50 
          side:  16x1.85



spoke torque wrench

spokesets
replacement spokes

 » available for your original hubs and all haan wheels.
 » made of strong stainless steel for extra durabilty
 » for all popular bikes.
 » we also make custom spokes on order.

spoke sets
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classic & street 
rims and wheel service 

 » we do rims for classic motorcycles and spoked street bikes.
 » steel rims: haan wheels steel and radaelli RIMS (made in italy).
 » aluminium rims: rk excel and morad.
 » spokes: haan wheels steel zinc and stainless steel.

C L A S S I C  &  S T R E E T



custom bikes
wheels for your custom project

 » we make various sizes and colours of wheels 
for your special project.

 » huge range of rims combined with custom 
made spokes makes almost anything possible 
for your dream bike.

Sbay Motor Co. jerry 
Evolution V-Twin Harley-Davidson 
Custom bike 

haanwheels.com



hand assembly

haan wheels are assembled and tested by 
wheel specialist in the netherlands

spokes are made of strong 
tension stainless steel.



high tech 
manufacturing 

haan wheels hubs are cnc machined using 
the latest techonolgy.

haan wheels hubs are made 
from billet 6082 alloy.

haanwheels.com



              facebook.com/haanwheels                    @haan_wheels
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we specialise in 
one thing only.
building wheels.

Duinweg 7
5482 VR Schijndel
THE NETHERLANDS

tel:      +31 73-5495470
fax:      +31 73-6110273
EMAIL:  sales@haanwheels.com

haanwheels.com


